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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are primarily regarded as data gathering entities that route data to a central server for subsequent processing. However, as WSN technologies mature and their prevalence increases, it is envisaged that a range of diverse and innovative services for mobile subscribers will be launched, of which some may require remote access and interaction with individual WSNs. Such an eventuality will give rise to additional constraints in the WSN planning and deployment processes, and raise particular challenges in the practical engineering of mobile applications and services. In this paper, a simulation tool is described. This tool enables software engineers rapidly model WSN deployments, and in this way, explore how interactions between mobile users and WSNs may occur.

1. Introduction

Network planning is an indispensable part of any network deployment process. In the case of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), a multiplicity of factors must be factored into the planning process to ensure the WSN performs in the manner envisaged. Presently, issues pertaining to maximising WSN operational longevity remain the focus of much WSN research. The conventional view of WSNs is as inherently distributed entities, capturing select data and returning such data for subsequent processing in central locations. While the advantages of this central approach are not contested, it is envisaged that scenarios may arise where the availability of data gathered by the WSN may be of use in the provision of services for mobile users while they are in the proximity of individual WSN nodes - Operation & Maintenance tasks being a particular case in point. Thus, application developers and service providers have a stake in the planning process. In this paper, a simulation tool aimed specifically at addressing the needs of such stakeholders is described.

2. Related Research

Given the inherent difficulties in deploying realistic test beds for WSNs, the use of WSN Simulators has been proposed as a means of modelling and evaluating performance of WSNs under a variety of configurations. Protocol analysis and energy performance are two aspects frequently investigated. A variety of simulation environments have been described in the literature - well documented examples include J-SIM [1], TOSSIM [2] and SensorSim [3] amongst others. A detailed description of the various simulation and emulation approaches is beyond the scope of this discussion; however, the interested reader is referred to Du et al [4] for a taxonomy and description of a range of simulation tools for WSN environments.

Invariably, current approaches focus on the lower layers of the stack. The needs of those operating at the application layer has not been a priority, though some prototypes demonstrating interaction have been described in the literature [5], [6], [7]. As the deployment of WSNs increases, as it is expected to in the coming years, this situation will change. WSNs may perform a multitude of tasks, and be harnessed by a range of diverse services. Thus more attention needs to be focused on the requirements of those working at the application layer, especially if adaptive distributed, mobile services [8] [9] are to be delivered in practice. As an initial step in this direction, an Interaction Simulator (iSim) is being developed that allows experimentation with various WSN deployment configurations, and enables the exploration of how
third-party users might encounter and use services that require remote WSN access.

3. Design of iSim

iSim consist of two components, the core simulator and a mobile client (Figure 1).

The Simulator component is hosted on a fixed server. Its interface is constructed around an electronic map. The definition of virtual sensors, and the specification of specific routes, where designers wish to explore how interactions between mobile subscribers and sensors might evolve, is facilitated. A combination of routes and sensors define a scenario. Once scenarios have been defined, they can be stored and replayed at will. The Mobile Client component hosts any application or service that can harness information from the WSN whilst in its vicinity. The client can be hosted on a mobile phone emulation environment, for example, the Sun Java Wireless Toolkit. Alternatively, it can be hosted on a real mobile device. In this case, access to the simulator may be facilitated via the internet.

4. Implementation of iSim

iSim is implemented in standard Java. Google Maps and OpenStreetMap can each be used as a basis for the user interface. To ensure interoperability, the lightweight data interchange format JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [10] has been adopted.

It is assumed that interaction with the WSN will occur via a mobile phone. A sample client has been implemented using Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME), as this is one of the most common platform available for mobile applications at present. However, there is no reason why Android or iPhone applications could not use the simulator provided they use an agreed port and can interpret JSON.

5. iSim in Practice

To define a scenario, the following steps are followed:

1) A number of virtual sensors are defined. These may be modelled on sensors that are commercially available, or may be configurations of the designer’s choosing.
2) A geographic region where the WSN will be deployed is identified, either in Google Maps or OpenStreetMap.
3) A path is defined on the map, via a series of mouse clicks.
4) The location of sensors is then specified. The geographic point where the sensors will be located is selected and the broadcast radius of the sensor defined. Note that the issue of interference is not considered in this simulator as other simulators have effective mechanism for modelling interference and other phenomena. Figure 2 illustrates how the map appears after the path and sensors have been defined. In this case, OpenStreetMap has been used. Google Maps may also be adopted and Figure 3 illustrates how this appears using a satellite image. In some cases, this may be preferable as the level of detail supported may better inform the designer of potential problems.
5) The scenario is then saved, and can be activated at any time.

On commencing to play a scenario, the simulator migrates a virtual user along the path every few seconds. The simulated GPS position is broadcast to the mobile client. Likewise at each iteration, the position of the virtual user relative to the sensors is calculated. Should the user be perceived to be within the range of a virtual sensor, the status of the sensor is communicated to the mobile client.

6. Remote access

Simulation is essentially an approximation process. Once the possibilities offered by the simulation have been exhausted, it may be necessary to explore how a service might operate in the corresponding physical environment. Thus remote access to iSim is supported. In this case, it assumed that the mobile application itself has access to GPS. As the designer follows the physical path, GPS updates are continuously sent to the simulator. When the simulator determines that, for a given scenario, the user is in the coverage area of a sensor, it broadcasts simulated values to the mobile devices. Figure 4 demonstrates this remote interface.
7. Future Work

Though Google Maps and OpenStreetMap are excellent resources in themselves and invaluable as a basis for providing iSim functionality, they are compromised in that they are two dimensional (2D). A three dimensional (3D) environmental representation would contribute to a more meaningful analysis of any interaction possibilities. For urban environments, Google Street View offers significant potential; for rural environments, the situation is more complex though not as urgent due to the sparse population. The use of Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) may offer possibilities for rural scenarios.

8. Conclusion

This paper presents the design and implementation of a prototype simulator for aiding the design of WSN-based or WSN-augmented services for mobile subscribers. WSN technologies will increasingly offer possibilities for integration into third party services and applications. Currently, WSN planners and software designers have little to aid them in evaluating how WSNs may be remotely accessed and interacted with.
The use of simulators offers one approach by which this aspect of the design process may be addressed.
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